
  

  
September 18, 2018  

  

Dear Partner:  

  

We’re disappointed to report that in the 2nd quarter of 2018, Dane Capital Management (the 

“Fund”) generated a loss of 7.3%i, net of fees and expenses, bringing our year-to-date decline to 

just over 22%. This is certainly not the result we were looking for after a 2017 in which the Fund 

generated a net return in excess of 50%. While this performance is unsatisfactory, we remain 

optimistic regarding the prospects of our core holdings and believe the chasm between their 

prices and their intrinsic value has widened.  

  

“In the short run, the market is a voting machine, but in the long run, it is a weighing machine.” - 

Benjamin Graham  

  

After an exceptionally challenging 1Q, we hoped to turn around the Fund’s performance in the 

2nd quarter, but virtually none of our positions demonstrated improvement, despite 

fundamentals, that for the most part remain very much intact. Clearly, the votes are going against 

us. We think this will prove a temporary situation.  

  

We remain confident that our core positions 1) are significantly undervalued, 2) are likely to enjoy 

meaningful fundamental business acceleration and profitability improvement in coming quarters, 

resulting in substantial stock price appreciation, and 3) have not seen a deterioration in their 

market positions — in several cases we believe the positions have become stronger. We believe 

we are fighting an uphill battle against sentiment, which in the short-run is of little consolation, 

but in the long-run we believe will prove fruitful for the Fund and our LPs, which includes both 

my personal and my family’s investments.  

  

The expression goes “fish or cut bait,” and in most cases we have remained steadfast in holding 

our core positions throughout 2018.  We have found that in most cases, since we started Dane 

Capital in 2014, we have missed out on several potential sizable gains due to premature sales 

resulting from impatience when the market has not come to our point of view as quickly as we 

had anticipated that it would. We are aware of the difference between “catching a falling knife” 

which still has much further to drop and holding positions which are on the precipice of 

meaningful recoveries. We believe our portfolio is positioned for the later, and that patience will 

be rewarded with outsized performance in coming quarters. We recognize that since several of 

our larger positions are smaller, and less followed, they are somewhat “event-like” in 

performance, meaning that we have to wait patiently for earnings, m&a, or other news to drive 



stock price performance. We are willing to wait and believe we will be amply rewarded for our 

patience.     

  

The Fund’s 2018 reminds us of 2016, in which the Fund was also down over 20% through midyear, 

before staging a strong recovery, followed by an exceptional 2017. We’re optimistic that this will 

be the case this year as well, and we’re grateful for our LPs who have remained staunch in their 

support for the Fund.  We are appreciative that we had one small partial redemption at the start 

of 3Q and that during the quarter, there were net inflows. We currently anticipate net inflows in 

4Q, despite the aforementioned challenges. As we’ve stated, both when results have been 

disappointing and strong, Dane’s performance should be judged over years and not months or 

quarters.  

  

  

2Q update  

We hold most of the same positions as we did in the first quarter, with a couple of exceptions. In 

terms of additions, we are still building 2 new positions, and therefore will refrain from discussing 

them at this point. We exited 2 positions, one which we discuss below, and one which we will not 

discuss, given it has declined further since our exit, and are now reconsidering it as an investment.  

  

As a result, we will provide updates on our core positions. Given we are well through 3Q, which 

has been stable relative to this year’s first 2 quarters, we will address developments in the quarter 

to date as well.   

  

Daseke (DSKE) — Daseke was one of the Fund’s top performers in 2017, with a return in excess 

of 45%, and it has remained a top-2 holding. We’ve liked the company because it has almost 

$1.6bn in revenue, yet still only has less than 3% market share in the flat-bed and specialized 

trucking and logistics industries, an industry likely to exceed $140bn in revenue in 2018. 

Moreover, there is a highly incentivized (near 40% insider ownership, with CEO Don Daseke still 

with 1 ½ years remaining on his original 3-year lock-up) management team. The company is trying 

to roll-up the highly fragmented flat-bed and specialized trucking industry and take advantage of 

what had historically been a significant public-private arbitrage multiple disparity. Importantly, 

Daseke has avoided competing in publicly marketed deals, but has instead privately negotiated 

transactions.   

  

In our view, little has changed fundamentally at Daseke since its former highs, but sentiment has 

changed markedly.  

  

As we wrote in our previous letter, on Monday morning, February 12th, the company announced 

a follow-on offering of 7.4mn shares with proceeds to the company – the stock had closed at 

$12.98 the previous Friday. In our view, the transaction was completely botched. In our 

experience, banks typically pre-screen a deal with buysiders, or at a minimum have a true sense 

of supply/demand dynamics. The transaction priced the night of Wednesday the 14th with a deal 



price of $10.60 — a shocking 20% haircut from deal announcement. The stock soon broke deal 

price and ended the 1st quarter at $9.79.   

  

Since then, the company fundamentals have been strong. Daseke reported a solid 2nd quarter on 

August 9th, increasing its full year 2018 EBITDA guidance from $155 million to $170 million. On a 

run-rate basis, inclusive of acquisitions, the company should exit the year at a pace to eclipse 

EBITDA of $185 million.  

  

  
Source: Daseke 2Q quarterly earnings presentation  

  

Despite this strong fundamental performance, Daseke shares closed today at $8.80, less than 10% 

above their 52-week low, and down 38.5% year-to-date. We note that many, if not most of 

Daseke’s peers are currently trading near their 52-week highs. The biggest industry concern in 

the trucking/transportation sector is a shortage of drivers, however that clearly hasn’t impacted 

the stock price of peers, nor has driver expense grown proportionately with Daseke’s increase in 

revenue, bolstered in part by higher industry prices. We don’t view this as a root cause of 

Daseke’s poor stock performance and shockingly low valuation  

  



We believe that the majority of Daseke’s problems are self-inflicted, but most importantly, are 

temporary and fixable.   

  

Specifically, in addition to Daseke’s poorly executed follow-on, we believe the market looked 

unfavorably upon the company’s 2nd quarter acquisition of Aveda Transportation and Energy 

Services, for which they paid over 8x trailing EV/EBITDA, above its historic acquisition range, 

notwithstanding, a stronger Aveda fundamentals in 2018, multiple synergies, and diversification, 

that will likely result in Aveda being within Daseke’s historic acquisition range this year. We 

suspect, that Aveda, will eventually be thought of as an intelligent acquisition. In addition, despite 

paying a relatively high trailing multiple, Daseke paid just 10% above the recently appraised 

tangible book value of Aveda’s assets.   

  

However, that’s now in the rear-view, and we want to address why the company and its shares 

remain in the penalty box.  

  

In our view, Daseke, fundamentally, is as well positioned today as it was when it was a $14 stock 

in January 2018.  

  

We believe the following roadmap would quickly shift sentiment, while improving the stock price 

without impairing the company’s long-term growth plans — in fact, they could enhance them.  

  

• Digest and execute: Daseke has shown an exceptional ability to acquire companies. They 

made 8 acquisitions in the 8 years leading up to becoming a public company. They’ve 

made 10 acquisitions over the past 18 months. The company clearly knows how to 

acquire. There are dozens of additional acquisitions to make, but we’d suggest that 

management take its foot off the gas. Based on our research, they are the acquirer of 

choice for smaller companies. If there were numerous competitors vying for the same 

assets, we might have a different view, but we’re confident these potential acquisitions 

will still be available to Daseke in 6 or 12 months – and if they’re not, they weren’t meant 

to be. Management must demonstrate that it can execute on the growth and synergy 

benefits from its acquired companies.  

• Demonstrate fiscal discipline: With the company running at 3.5x levered, Daseke is not at 

risk of breaching debt covenants, nor do we believe the Board would allow them to push 

leverage higher. We expect that the company will generate well over $100 million in free 

cash flow over the next 24 months. This cash flow can be used to reduce net debt, and 

push leverage to under 3 turns.  

• Authorize a share repurchase program: Given our previous point, the company could 

afford a $40-$50 million repurchase authorization over the next 2 years, while 

concurrently reducing debt to under 3 turns, providing investors significant comfort in 

case the currently very strong trucking market should change. While Daseke has been an 

acquirer, and we expect they will remain so, currently buying back their own stock is more 



attractive than anything they could possibly buy. In our view, it would also lead to investor 

confidence that Daseke will not 1) make acquisitions regardless of their share price, and 

2) will not be serial equity issuers.  

• Exchange warrants for equity: We personally have no issue with warrants as a financial 

instrument (they bear little difference to stock options); however, apparently numerous 

institutions do. We believe Daseke would significantly increase its potential shareholder 

base if they offered a premium to warrant holders who would exchange their warrants  

for shares. It would also be a market signal that they believe warrants are inexpensive 

relative to where they believe they will ultimately be valued.  

  

As things stand, Daseke is trading at approximately 6x EV/2018 EBITDA and close to 5x EV/2019 

EBITDA, well below the average of asset-heavy peers, which trade at 8x and 7x respectively. 

Notably, Daseke’s mix is now 50% average-heavy and asset light — asset light peers trade at an 

average of 13x 2018 EV/EBITDA and 12x 2019 EV/EBITDA, respectively. Without giving Daseke 

full credit for its asset-heavy vs. asset-light/logistics mix, but applying a 9x 2018 EV/EBITDA 

multiple and an 8x 2019 EV/EBITDA multiple, shares would trade over $15, assuming $200 million 

in EBITDA in 2019, which we believe the company could achieve organically based on revenue 

synergies from acquired companies, higher contract pricing, organic growth, and Daseke Fleet 

Services savings. We think this is an execution story and a case where if sentiment changes we 

could see 70% upside within quarters.  

  

We have had ongoing conversations with management and believe there is widespread 

frustration with the stock price in light of fundamentals, which have remained strong. We would 

be surprised and disappointed if management does not take proactive actions to create 

shareholder value in the months ahead.  

  

  

Limbach (LMB) — Limbach is a leading HVAC company with a wide array of top-tier customers 

across the Commercial, Educational, Entertainment (theme parks, sports arenas), 

Hospitals/Medical, Industrial, and Office segments and an over 100-year operating history. It has 

been, and remains among our Fund’s top holdings, and has weighed heavily on this year’s 

performance. Today it closed at $10.15 and is down 27% year-to-date. The stock performance 

makes sense, given that Limbach has reduced its EBITDA guidance, however we believe that the 

vast majority of the company is operating exceptionally well, and the issues that have weighed 

on the company’s performance are 1) almost entirely in the rear-view, and 2) largely contained 

at this point. Given the dramatic decline in the company’s stock price, shares are now trading 

under 6x a very depressed EV/EBITDA – levels which we believe reflect an exceptionally draconian 

outlook. Assuming Limbach’s challenges in 2018, limited to cost overruns in the MidAtlantic, 

don’t repeat in 2019, we see a path to 100-200% upside in the company’s stock price over the 

next 12 months. While it’s extremely difficult to remain patient considering the company’s putrid 

year-to-date stock performance, we are confident that at its current valuation, we’d likely be 



selling at a bottom. Moreover, we are confident in a strong 2019 growth trajectory, and that 

we’re playing for more than just making up for 2018 losses but will have significant coming gains.  

  

If we could eliminate Limbach’s challenges in the Mid-Atlantic, the company would be enjoying 
a spectacular year. “If”, of course, is the operative word — after all, if pigs had wings, they’d be 
birds.  
  

Year-to-date, Limbach is massively underearning. On its 2Q conference call, the company stated 

that it has experienced $8.1mn in year-to-date Mid-Atlantic write-offs, and as a result, reduced 

2018 EBITDA guidance to $18-$20 million from $20-24 million.  Without these write-offs, the 

company would be projecting 2018 EBITDA of $26mn-28mn, well above the company's initial 

guidance. We recognize that it's easy to discuss what if scenarios — Limbach did incur these 

writeoffs. But our view is that this is a situation that can and will be remedied. We believe 

management has a handle on the issues at hand, and that they won't persist into 2019. Probably 

more importantly, if the Mid-Atlantic remains as an ongoing sore-spot, it could be 1) closed or 2) 

sold (probably for an amount greater than zero, versus the significantly negative value it's 

currently bringing the company) — neither of which management has suggested is at all in its 

plans. The point is that we think normalized 2018 EBITDA is in the $26mn-28mn range, and with 

current backlog up and pricing higher on this backlog than on recent revenue, Limbach could very 

well achieve EBITDA above these levels in 2019. We're not relying on that. We think if the 

company merely achieves $26mn-28mn in EBITDA, the stock is going dramatically higher.  

  

As the chart below demonstrates, without the cost overages of the Mid-Atlantic, Gross Margin 

would have increased dramatically in 2Q 2018. Moreover, gross profit dollar would have been up 

a staggering 25% y/y, all organically.  

  

  

  



  
Source: Limbach 2Q earnings presentation  

  

The potential opportunity comes even more into focus when one looks at the growth in backlog 

and potential backlog. Backlog increased 7.6% sequentially in 2Q, while promised/committed, 

but not booked backlog was up an astonishing 48.1% q/q  

  



Source: Limbach 2Q earnings presentation  

  

It’s worth noting, that the margin profile of backlog continues to improve based on strong 
ongoing industry demand, as well as a continued revenue shift to service and maintenance.   
  

“And our year — we’re disappointed with Mid-Atlantic and the impact it’s had on us … So it’s 

unfortunate that we’ve had to deal with that. But when I look at the overall business and how 

we are just — it’s humming on all cylinders and the rest of the business units, we’re quite 

pleased with our progress.”  

– Charlie Bacon, Limbach CEO (2Q Conference Call)  

At this point, we believe the most draconian scenario is built into Limbach’s valuation, and the 

stock, for now, is a show-me story. However, as we’ve stated, we think the upside potential is 

substantial. Using $26-$28 million in EBITDA as a 2018 base case, we can easily get to 2019 

EBITDA of $30+ million based on the existing growth in backlog and its better margin profile. In 

addition, we wouldn’t be surprised, if after many quarters of waiting, Limbach executes an 

accretive acquisition, a view most recently echoed on the company’s 2Q conference call.  

“Our M&A team is working hard and we reviewed over a 100 companies and are actively 

continuing our examination of approximately 30 businesses in our pipeline. We are in various 

late stage discussions with several attractive companies that fit our criteria and strategic plan … 

We remain focused on our criteria and strategic plan. We believe we are still on track to 

complete a transaction this year.”  

– Charlie Bacon, Limbach CEO (2Q Conference Call)  

Obviously, a $3-$5 million EBITDA acquisition that is also accretive and strategic, would be 

needle-moving for a company of Limbach’s size, and could go a long way in changing sentiment. 

Finally, Limbach hopes to recover at least some of the $10 million in reimbursement claims that 

it has outstanding in 2019. While we’re not relying on it, it’s not crazy to believe that Limbach’s 

EBITDA could grow 100% in 2019 to $36-$38 million. At those levels, Limbach would be a $30 

stock if it traded at a 3 EBITDA turn discount, to its peer group average. And while that might 

sound like a pipe dream for an unloved micro-cap, we remind readers, that NV5 was a sub $30 

million enterprise value company that went public 5 ½ years ago, which now commands the 

premium multiple in the sector and sports a market cap in excess of $1 billion.  

http://bit.ly/2NtEt0a
http://bit.ly/2NtEt0a
http://bit.ly/2NtEt0a
http://bit.ly/2NtEt0a


 

Source: Company Filings, FactSet, Dane Capital estimates  

  

Limbach is now trading at a near 7-multiple turns discount to peers despite the fastest expected 

EBITDA growth in the sector from 2018 to 2019. If these results come to fruition, we see 

substantial upside.  

  

 
Above is a valuation range based on a set of EBITDA estimates and multiples. Again, the potential 

upside is staggering, even at a discount to peers.  

  

Infrastructure Energy Alternatives (IEA) — IEA is a leading E&C contractor to the renewables 
industry, and we’re very optimistic about their prospects, although shares have done little to 
contribute to the Fund’s performance year-to-date. We think the company is in the right place 
at the right time, with the right assets and strategy, not to mention an exceptionally low 
valuation – less than 4x 2019 EV/EBITDA.  
  

Though they announced during their 2Q results a modest guide-down for 4Q, we came away 
post-call feeling we own a much better asset than we had originally anticipated. This reduction 
in guidance for the 4th quarter are not projects that were lost, merely just pushed out to the 
following year. This was the result of project delays but we are optimistic that these projects 
will happen in 1Q 2019. When we look at the big-picture, a robust business pipeline, and a 
highly strategic, accretive, and diversifying announced acquisition, we believe the company is 
far better positioned, than it initially was, to grow dramatically over the next several years  
  

Additionally, we are very pleased with their acquisitions of Saiia and American Civil Contractors, 
scheduled to close shortly, and funded with low interest rate debt, which drastically reduces the 
company’s exposure to wind from 88% to 63%. This acquisition also adds almost $300 million in 



annual revenue and $32-36 million in EBITDA. The company paid 4.3x EBITDA at the midpoint, 
and there are additional synergies going forward, which could further reduce the effective 
purchase multiple. Post deal-close, IEA is a $1+ billion revenue company with over $100 million 
in EBITDA and a far more diverse customer base and end-market revenue stream. We suspect 
that additional accretive acquisitions will reduce wind to 30-40% of revenue over the next 12 
months.   
  

  
  

  

Looking out 12 months and knowing that the company has an exceptional funnel of business, 
and an actionable and accretive M&A pipeline, we believe that this company is approaching its 
targeted $2bn in revenue with run-rate EBITDA in excess of $150mn. We can easily see 50100% 
upside of shares, and believe downside is minimal given the stock’s undemanding valuation, 
which is currently less than 4x 2018 EV/EBITDA.  
  



  
  

Given the 4th quarter guidance, it is our view that IEA is in the short-term something of a show 
me story, but with execution and diversification, we are optimistic that this sentiment will 
change dramatically. We believe that the narrative around IEA will change, and given our 
expectation, that the company will exhibit the fastest growth in the utility power segment, we 
believe that it could go from having the lowest multiple in the group to having the highest 
multiple in the group in the matter of quarters.  
  

  

  

Purple Innovation (PRPL) — Purple Innovation is a bed-in-a-box, direct-to-consumer mattress 
supplier, enjoying explosive growth due to a differentiated product and a viral digital marketing 
campaign. However, during Q2, we exited our position in the mattress company.   
  

We were optimistic about the company’s hyper-growth and the ongoing shift to consumers 
buying via bed-in-a-box. However, we did not anticipate the severe price increases for online 
mattress ad-word searches, which has severely curtailed the profitability of companies in the 
segment.  
  

The position negatively impacted our 1st half performance. We avoided further wounds in Q3, as 

the stock has hit new lows.  

  

  



A few final thoughts  

It’s been a frustrating year to say the least. That being said, owning a portfolio of stocks trading 

at 4x, 5x, or 6x EV/EBITDA with numbers that we believe are going to go higher, is the perfect 

formula for strong performance over time.  

  

We’re confident the remainder of 2018 holds much better things for our Fund, and we look 

forward to reporting better news over the remainder of the year.  

    

Despite our performance, we remain confident in our process and aligned with our LPs (of which 

we remain the largest). We appreciate your continued partnership and we look forward to 

keeping you apprised of our Fund’s progress. As always, we’re available and happy to discuss the 

Fund.  

  

Sincerely,  

  
Eric  

  

  



 

                                                      
i Net of expenses for a Series A Investor invested in Dane Capital Management Fund LLC   
This document is prepared solely for informational purposes. This report is intended exclusively for the person 

to whom it has been delivered, and is not to be reproduced or redistributed to any other person without the 

prior written consent of Dane Capital Management LLC. Net Performance results are presented on a net-offees 

basis of a Series A and reflect the deduction of, among other things: management fees, brokerage commissions, 

administrative expenses, and accrued performance allocation, if any. A Series A investor incurs a 1.25% per 

annum management fee and a 15% performance allocation on net profits, if any. All dividends, interest and 

capital gains are reinvested. Individual investor net returns may vary from the net performance stated herein 

due to timing of specific investments. All information contained herein is estimated and unaudited. This 

document is not to be construed, by any means, to be an offering, solicitation, advertisement or marketing 

material to purchase securities or interests in the Funds. Such an offer will only be made by means of a final 

Confidential Offering Memorandum. You should review carefully the offering memorandum, including the 

description of the risks, fees, expenses, liquidity restrictions and other terms of investing in the Fund before 

making a decision to invest. All investments involve risk including the loss of principal. This document is not 

intended to be used by any investor, prospective investor or third party, and should not be relied upon in any 

way, to make or influence a decision with respect to an investment in the Funds. Past performance is not 
indicative of future performance.   
  


